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Installation view of “Rear Window Treatment” at Louis B. James Gallery, 2014-2015. Courtesy of Louis B. James.

The exhibition “Rear Window Treatment,” currently at Louis B. James Gallery, is a group show that explores the concept of voyeurism, and by extension, implicates the viewer in
voyeuristic acts as well. While it is traditionally considered a shameful thing to be a voyeur, the six artists in this show are unabashed in their representation of voyeuristic
perspectives, exposing the extent to which the desiring gaze has come to inform contemporary sexuality and interpersonal perception in general. These are artists who like to
look.

The star of the show is Betty Tompkins, who in recent decades has met with belated critical acclaim for her “Fuck
Paintings”: large-scale reproductions of pornographic close-ups, usually depicting heterosexual penetration. Scandalous
at the time of their debut in 1969, her paintings have garnered more and more attention over the years. Whether this is
due to a gradual acceptance of women artists into the canon or a gradual decrease in American prudishness is open to
debate.

Tompkins’s paintings aren’t on display here, rather, a group of small studies in ink on paper and photographs. Created
between 2012 and 2014, these six drawings are more reserved than her photorealistic paintings in that the explicit content
has been drawn (or drawn over) with loosely quivering scribbles of ink. Some of the scribblier works depicting vaginas,
such as  (2013), begin to approach a transcendental level of abstraction. Other works, such as 

 (2012), with its highly explicit depiction of double penetration, are more in keeping with her original oeuvre
while also incorporating the expressionistic scribbles to pleasing effect.

Other artists in the show invite us to look at porn, and invite us to touch it too. Michael Mahalchick’s  (2014)
consists of cardboard DVD covers from porno films, folded together so as to create a “crude” un-bound book that sits on
a shelf. Visitors are welcome to flip through it, although they might not want to, as the covers have a  look about
them. The absence of actual DVDs hints at the hollowness of pornographic consumption, wherein the object of desire is



Betty Tompkins, Photo Drawing #7, 2013. Ink on digital

photograph, 11 x 8 1/2 inches. Courtesy of the artist and Louis B.

James.

Barb Choit, Crystal Head #2, 2014. Archival pigment print, 24 x 24

inches. Edition of 3 + 2APs. Courtesy of the artist and Louis B.

James.

inevitably elsewhere. The DVD covers feel anachronistic when considered in relation to Deric Carner’s interactive 
 (2014), a spidery black sculpture proffering touch-screen tablets streaming live-cam pornography. The

structure resembles a mutant mic-stand carved out of wood, and the tablets are all tuned to the website chaturbate.com,
each one showing a different sort of pornography. The wooden armature lends the installation an organic tactility that

offsets the impersonality of the cyber-sex component, perhaps suggesting that digital voyeurism is a natural extension of human sexuality.

The title of the exhibition, “Rear Window Treatment,” is adapted from Hitchcock’s  (1954), in which Jimmy Stewart plays a newspaper photographer with a broken
leg who passes his convalescence by watching his neighbors from the window of his apartment. Barb Choit, a Vancouver-based photographer, mimics this scenario by
presenting photographs of her neighbors going about their daily affairs. The pictures are simply exquisite: taken under low light, the colors are rich and saturated, and the
framing device of the window lends them extra drama. The scenes hover between the banal and the touching, such as a cheesy kiss on television glimpsed through a neighbor’s
drapes. In another, a beautiful woman brushes her hair behind slatted blinds. The photographs are so loaded with untold stories that they feel like film stills.

The exhibition’s only film work, William E. Jones’s  (2006), consists of edited archival footage taken by the
police through a two-way mirror in a public bathroom during a gay sex sting operation in 1962. Many of the men in the
video were prosecuted under sodomy laws, a chilling reminder of the restrictions on gay rights less than 50 years ago.
Back then, state-of-the-art visual technologies were being used to out gay people; today, the latest visual technologies
are being used for things such as chaturbate.org.

Finally, Brad Phillips pays homage to the legendary Czech photographer Miroslav Tichý with a series of watercolors based
on Polaroids that Phillips took of women in New York City. Tichý (1926 – 2011) was often mistaken for a crazy person with
a fake camera because of his sketchy appearance and his homemade cameras constructed from cardboard tubes with
hand-ground lenses. He almost exclusively photographed women in public, which eventually got him banned from the
local swimming pool in his hometown of Kyjov. The four watercolors by Phillips are each titled  (all
2014), and they emulate Tichý’s style by depicting sexy women’s legs with all else cropped from the frame. However, the
conceptual connection ends there, since Phillips’ watercolors lack the dream-like soft focus that makes Tichý’s
photographs so magical. There is a clean quality about Phillips’s work that betrays the fact that he is not an inveterate
voyeur like Tichý, although he may aspire to be.

The exhibition raises questions about the morality of spying on people for one’s own pleasure, but most of these artists
appear to be in favor of the practice. The exception might be Jones, whose work reads as a condemnation of police

surveillance and discrimination. Nevertheless, even Jones’s video carries an element of voyeuristicdétournement in that the source footage has been repurposed for our pleasure
and edification. We want to see everything (especially sex) and the evolution of visual technology is being employed towards that end. Mahalchick’s empty DVD sleeves remind
us that the voyeuristic gaze can be an unfulfilling substitute for a physical human connection, but if you like to look, rest assured you are not alone.
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Upon entering Romer Young Gallery, it's quiet and cool, the way you want a gallery to be on the hottest

day in San Francisco. About six minutes later, you hear baboon-like noises and jungle-nature sounds

coming from the corner of the gallery and it  is a relief  because the absence of sound was already

starting to get to the city girl inside of me.

The first tangible association I felt when glancing around Deric Carner’s exhibition, The Light that Failed,

was: Hollywood. The pulp cinema kind of Hollywood, the one that feels nostalgic and the one where the

soundtracks seemed cooler and the graphics were laughable but are now really making a comeback, I

think you know it. For example, spend some time with his painting The Light That Failed (Dutch Hand).

The way the hand is rendered on the canvas, caught in the groundless abyss of background paint,

separated from its truth, a truth that likely ever existed in countless imaginations, and yet charming and

sci-fi like, reminded me of Luke Butler’s work, which was not present. The title of Carner’s painting is

taken  from an  early  Rudyard  Kipling  novel  which  Carner  discovered  had  been  published  with  two

different endings, not to mention a third ending that appeared in the 1939 movie version of the book.

Endings, no less, are also a theme in Butler’s work.[1]

Deric Carner, The Hidden Jungle, 2012, Black gesso on linen, customized easel, sound installation,  

26” x 20.5” x 33.5”; Courtesy of the artist and Romer Young Gallery.

 



Kipling’s narratives are only one anecdote of Carner’s multi-subject exhibition. It takes some time to 

navigate and contemplate how Ida Lupino connects to Gordon Scott, known for his role as the 11th 

Tarzan[2], and further, how Albrecht Dürer ended up in here. It helps to pick up the pamphlet Carner 

wrote describing his process for the show, trust me. Through each depiction of subject matter, Carner 

susses out thematic loopholes, establishing connections between motifs of alchemy, melancholia, 

bodybuilding, fame and failure. The hardest part is determining which piece is really the cornerstone 

holding the show together, without which we may wonder where it is. Is it the blow-up portrait of Lupino 

taken from a newspaper Carner found on a bookshelf in San Francisco that led to his interest in 

melancholia?  For me, it was the jungle noises that pulled me out of my lackadaisical, sauntering 

gallery-going and brought me fully into Carner’s light, or lack thereof. The speakers are housed under a 

horizontal canvas sitting atop a small wooden tripod. The canvas is painted black. Unlike a white canvas 

on which the story is waiting to be written, it is a mysterious dark place where all the pieces of the story 

seem to secretly hide. The darkness does not seem devoid of its truth, like the hand, it helps the 

connections Carner is making radiate through his reminiscing.

 

—Kara Q. Smith

notes:

[1] In 1995, Susan Sontag wrote a piece called A Century of Cinema in which she stated: “Perhaps it is not cinema that 

has ended but only cinephilia -- the name of the very specific kind of love that cinema inspired. Each art breeds its 

fanatics.” I would argue that Deric Carner and Luke Butler’s respective works enjoyably transgress her statement.

Sontag’s entire piece can be read here.

[2] You know the one.

 

(Image on top right: Deric Carner, The Light that Failed (Dutch Hand), 2012; Acrylic on panel, 20” x 20”; Courtesy of 

the artist and Romer Young Gallery)
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should an artwork capture you at first glance, or does reading the signage increase one’s appreciation and

understanding of the thing one’s seeing? You can see by the photos that each individual piece in “None of the

Above” gleams clean, bright and sunny as a travel poster, with something of the late Matisse “Jazz”

minimalism to it, that Mediterranean invitingness. Invitationalism?  “Allure,” I guess.  Was it all made on the

Riviera, like Grace Kelly in To Catch a Thief? Intricately woven into the images, strange words and fragments

can be read, but Carner explained that we were not think of the pictures as illustrations to the words, nor vice

versa. The words aren’t captions either. “None of the above?” I asked. In fact, the work asks us to greet this

new relation between text and image with a fresh perspective, almost a generosity of spirit, while keeping its

cool and going easy on emotion, or sentiment.

That isn’t always easy, but at their best, I think, Deric Carner’s work does provide something genuinely

original. One of the stronger pieces looks like an old fashioned doorknob floating on a sliver of teal, as the

words “Build Your Own EXIT” float underneath it in a sharp-cut black. “You must be some kind of New Age

guru,” I told Deric, who shook his head to laugh off the estimate. “Well, maybe, but a Deleuzian sort of guru,”

he replied. That shut all of us up for a few seconds. Joey gave us each a copy of the catalog for the show with

an essay by Chris Fitzpatrick on the work, which I took home, marveling at the ease with which Chris lets us

know he doesn’t understand it all either. Carner’s mom and dad (and granddad) were all Berlitz translators, and

he grew up in Paris and in Washington DC. There was something ironic about such a heritage, he mused,

seeing that his current project is to destroy language.

I’m glad he flew in, because the work, while evocative and crisp, poses a lot of questions. The eternal dilemma:

We argued about whether language could be destroyed, but in that airy square room, on the far side of the hill,

it certainly feels dislodged—like a tooth you’re wiggling with your tongue. Dodie and I sidled over to the price

list that sat on the counter. My God are things reasonable there!



Deric Carner: Double Heading @ Ping Pong Gallery - Flavorpill Sa... http://flavorpill.com/sanfrancisco/events/2008/3/14/andnbsp-deric-car...

When Fri Mar 14 - Fri Apr 25 (Tue & Thur: 6pm-9pm / Fri: 11am-5pm)

Where Ping Pong Gallery (1240 22nd St, 415.550.7483)

Price FREE

Details http://www.pingponggallery.com/

Armed with a lexicon of vivid symbols and isolated texts, Deric Carner designs 
placards that displace icons from their native environments. Double Heading is full 
of understated, geometric shapes executed in a restricted palette, surrounded by 
white paper and juxtaposed with esoteric phrases like "Our Greatest Pleasure." 
While these pairings provide a crash course in the fundamentals of design theory, 
Carner's works also read like haiku, containing a poetic candor that's all the more 
touching when coupled with the pieces' cerebral remove.

– Isaac Amala

ART

Deric Carner

3/14/08 
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Ping Pong Gallery: Deric Carner - Double Heading.

Comment by AB: I only occasionally come across an artist who takes what's gone before and

progresses it to a conspicuously innovative realm. Deric Cerner does. Cerner tells me that,

aside from his artistic inclinations, he's also a graphic designer (which may technically be

cheating according to the MFA crowd, but I don't deduct any points for it). Whatever your

postion on "pure art," Cerner's work is worth noting. He incorporates a little bit o' Bauhaus,

a dash of  revolutionary Russian design, a smidge of  Czechoslovakian avant garde, and

similar geometric abstract and modernist concepts-- the upshot undeniably Cerner. Without

that much of  a leap, I can see his imagery promoting brand name merchandise (in a few

years, that is, when the rest of  the world catches up). The big ones are $750, the little ones

are $250 or $300-- modest wagers on potentially robust upsides. Like 'em. Go see.



---> Posted by Kevin Killian @ May 5, 2008 at 8:52 pm

May 4, 2008

Two weeks back I slipped into the opening of Hypnotic Show at San Francisco’s Silverman Gallery, and

watched from the back of the room as a lean, throaty voice from another planet moved among a semi-circle

of sitters in trance, murmuring to them that as they were totally relaxed, they were helping create a new kind

of artwork previously unimaginable. The hypnotist was called Marcos Lutyens, and he dealt us, like cards,

scenarios dreamed up by artists–fairly surrealist scenarios very apt for the sort of floaty, anything goes realm

of the hypnotized. Is hypnotism the narcotic of the new state? I wonder. I wasn’t even supposed to be among

the hypnotized, I hd been relegated to the audience, but my sobconscious, like my conscious self, must

yearn for center stage at all times, for I found myself drifting and dreaming, contemplating Marcos Lutyens’

wonderful soft voice and the intricate black trousers he wore, like the black embroidery of the nuns in

Aleister Crowley’s convent . . . One of the writers was a San Francisco artist, Deric Carner, whose work

often combines graphic elements with text. Recently a show (at the Ping Pong Gallery) opened and closed

with an eyegrabbing Carner picture in it. I asked him to explain it to me, what is “Boite de Nuit” all about?

Is it one of those Duchampian puns of many languages?

“This image is part of a series of hand painted ‘posters’ dealing with language games and the noir pleasures

of obscurity. This one is a dead-pan illustration requiring a little crossword play. ‘Boîte de Nuit’ in

idiomatically French means nightclub, but a literal translation would be “box of night.” So when you are ‘en

boite / in the box,’ you are really out night clubbing. It is not a very clever joke in French, but here it has the

added bonus of obscurity. I am interested in obscurity not as occlusion to meaning, but an invitation to read

deeper/wider. Every sign is a cypher for a sub-text or a potentially expansive off-ramp. The ‘boîte’ image is

perfect as a black + blank sign of possibility; the club being a space where in the glittering dark we can shed

some of the literalness of our day boxes. This is relatable to the white cube as a “pure” space of possibility.

The black cube in this equation then contains the noir associations of contamination, subjectivity and

incorrect desire.”

http://curatorialindustries.org

BOX BLOG



Little by little I was begining to understand what I had originally missed in my take on the box (as a coffin),

that you could look at it two ways—Carner’s apposition of the “black box” of subjectivity (and the

incorrect) versus the mythical “white cube” of purity, the Apollonian, the market—like the famous London

gallery space where Damien Hirst rolls the dice and everything comes up roses. Ryan Thayer had objected

to my view of his work as nightmarish, as labor crucified. It’s not all black and white in my mind, Kevin, he

more or less said. I keep trying to hold two positions in my mind at the same time but, as any Capricorn will

tell you, it ain’t so easy! Linda Goodman’s Sun Signs paints a discouraging picture of us Capricorn guys.

“Many Capricorn men live at home long past the age when their friends are out enjoying the delights of a

bachelor pad. They usually fall in love later than most men too—and they seldom marry before they’re

settled in a career. This man is what horticulturists would call a late bloomer. He’s as serious as an owl in his

youth, but he’’ll relax gradually as he matures, and if he’s a typical Capricorn, he may end up as the

youngest looking and acting man in the group. Now, that’s a point well worth considering. With other men,

you have to tolerate flighty foolishness for years and then look forward to a stuffy old age. With a

Capricorn, you may have your enthusiasms smothered a bit at first, but just think what you have to look

forward to! Your Capricorn lover won’t run off to Paris with you in the spring of your romance, but he may

take you to see the Taj Mahal by moonlight forty or fifty years later, when other men are complaining of

creaking joints.” And by then maybe he will have loosened up enough to see the nightclub, and or the office,

as representing not only the best and worst of everything but as many ranges in between.

And those interested in Deric Carner’s work and ideas can find more at www.genericfun.com.




